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She is known for her flawless appearance, but Angelina Jolie was seen sporting bizarre marks on her neck while filming her latest
movie in Venice.
The actress appeared to have developed two large tucks of skin underneath her right ear. The skin also appeared red and sore.
These latest pictures will fuel speculation that the 34-year-old may have had a 'ribbon lift'- the latest Hollywood plastic surgery craze.
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Strange marks: Experts say the raised skin on Angelina's jaw hints at the actress having undergone a ribbon lift

The £4,000 procedure is thought to be behind Superstar Madonna's wrinkle-free skin.
It involves having a small cut made near the earlobe so a thread of absorbable ribbon can be implanted.
The procedure heals within 12 weeks and makes the skin of the neck appear tighter.
Plastic surgeon Abel Mounir told The People: 'It looks as though she's received the ribbon treatment from the gathering of skin just
below her earlobe.
'But the picture makes it look as though the fixed mechanism of the ribbon has snapped, resulting in the U-shaped indent under the
skin.

Reconciled: Angelina with her formerly estranged father Jon Voight in Venice

'Even if she has not had the ribbon facelift specifically, it appears she has definitely had some minimal invasive surgery done.'
An onlooker in Venice said: 'She looked very, very odd.
'She is usually flawless but the marks are very peculiar. The two prongs of skin have been stretched off her face towards her neck.
'She certainly looks like she's feeling the strain over something.'
Jolie has always denied going under the knife.
After giving birth to her 19-month-old twins with partner Brad Pitt the actress even opted for a 'natural' photo shoot, shunning
airbrushing and make-up.
The Oscar-winning actress arrived in Venice last week. She and Pitt, 46, arrived at Marco Polo Airport in a private plane along with
the actress's father Jon Voight. It was the first time she had seen Voight in over eight years after a long-running feud.
The couple are staying in a 15th-century palazzo with their six children: daughter Shiloh, three, 19-month-old twins Knox and
Vivienne and adopted Maddox, eight, Pax, six, and five-year-old Zahara.
The pair needed two speedboats to get their brood and all of their luggage to their accommodation.
Jolie and Pitt have recently threatened legal action after rumours that they are about to split.
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If you look at the area of her face between he jaw line and ears this portion has been blended in Photoshop - you can tell as there is
more pixelation on the rest of the image. The 'unusual marks' are a slip with the mouse/graphic pen. - Hartley, Birmingham, UK,
23/2/2010 13:03 spot on.....
- craig jones, perth, 23/2/2010 13:53
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Shes looks stunning as always.
- Slash1230, wigan, 23/2/2010 13:45
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Lulu - I am a woman, but I won't stick together. I am also about to be married to a guy who divorced, yes he divorced for me. Let me
tell you something about marriage: it is not a match made in heaven for anyone. It takes work and compromise to make a marriage
work. If it doesn't work, cheating and/or divorce comes in automatically. No one will bear to stay unhappy for years. As I remember,
Brad wanted kinds, Jen did not. Well, Brad found a woman who also wanted kids. End of story. - Silvia, Bucharest, Romania,
23/2/2010 11:05 Don`t get too excited he will be married to you till he has an affair and leaves you for another woman, leopard don`t
change it`s spots, he cheated on his wife with you, you should be ashamed. If he didn`t love her he should have ended it before
dating you but don`t worry Silvia there is karma, someone will do to you what you did to his wife. Don`t forget to come and gloat
about it on here as well when it happens
- lisa, crawley, 23/2/2010 13:37
Click to rate
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Why on earth would a woman in her 30's even consider a "ribbon lift" you don't need that sort of surgery at that age, nothing is
dropping then.. I am in my 40's and don't think I have reached that stage yet.. basically she's had nothing done and if she had don't
you think she would try and hide it?
- Liz, Manchester UK, 23/2/2010 13:34
Click to rate
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If you look at the area of her face between he jaw line and ears this portion has been blended in Photoshop - you can tell as there is
more pixelation on the rest of the image. The 'unusual marks' are a slip with the mouse/graphic pen.
- Hartley, Birmingham, UK, 23/2/2010 13:03
Click to rate
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Lulu - I am a woman, but I won't stick together. I am also about to be married to a guy who divorced, yes he divorced for me. Let me
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tell you something about marriage: it is not a match made in heaven for anyone. It takes work and compromise to make a marriage
work. If it doesn't work, cheating and/or divorce comes in automatically. No one will bear to stay unhappy for years. As I remember,
Brad wanted kinds, Jen did not. Well, Brad found a woman who also wanted kids. End of story.
- Silvia, Bucharest, Romania, 23/2/2010 11:05
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